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1 INTRODUCTION 
From the economic point of view breakwater represents significant portion of capital investment of the 
port. These structures are prone to damage due to extreme wave loads during cyclones, storms etc. Hence, 
shielding breakwaters from damage under such situations could be one of the solutions. Submerged reef if 
located seaward could protect the breakwater as it breaks the steeper waves.  
Breakwaters are absolutely necessary for building ports and harbours and its structural stability and 
economy in construction are the need of hour. This calls for an innovative design of the structure. But the 
stark reality is that, however safe the breakwater designs are, there are internal as well as external uncer-
tainties which may become the prime reason for extensive damage to the structure which may have cata-
strophic consequences for the port. Hence, it is decided that some kind of protection to the breakwater 
could ward off significant damage or reduce its magnitude. It is proved that a reef can protect the break-
water and reduce its armour weight. But the required size of stone cannot always be realized due to non-
availability of stones or difficulty in transport and one may have to think about artificial armour units. 
The present research work involves a physical model study on the stability of conventional breakwater 
protected by a seaward submerged reef, both made of concrete cubes.  
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Breakwaters are massive structures absolutely necessary for building ports and harbours and its structural 
stability and economy in construction are the need of the hour. This calls for an innovative design of the 
structure. But the stark reality is that, however safe the breakwater designs are, there are internal as well 
as external uncertainties which may become the prime reason for extensive damage to the structure which 
may have catastrophic consequences for the port. Hence, it is decided that some kind of protection to the 
breakwaters could ward off significant damage or reduce its magnitude. 
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merged reef. The reef breaks the incoming waves and causes significant dissipation of wave energy. The 
transmitted waves of smaller height propagate in the zone between the reef and breakwater and finally 
impinge on the breakwater. Such waves depleted with a large part of their energy are quite tamed and in-
flict less damage on the breakwater. The paper discusses physical model study on the hydraulic perfor-
mance of tandem breakwater system subjected to varying reef spacing and crest width under different 
wave climate and water depths. The breakwater and reef are armoured with concrete cubes. It is found 
that for a submerged reef of crest width 0.4m placed at a seaward distance of 2.5m, coefficient of trans-
mission (Kt) varies between 0.39 and 0.74 and completely protects the main breakwater. 
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Breakwaters may be protected by providing a submerged berm attached to the seaward side of the 
breakwater or providing a detached underwater/submerged breakwater depending upon geometry of 
structure, type of damage, causes of failure, availability of construction material and equipment, financial 
constraints, future requirements for port expansion and other construction works (Groeneveld et al., 
1984). 
Gadre et al. (1985) designed a submerged bund seaward of revetment bund which protected the land 
reclaimed between outer harbour and fisheries harbour north of Bharathi Dock at Madras Port, Chennai, 
India. The submerged bund broke and attenuated high waves and the region between two structures dissi-
pated the wave energy further. This facilitated construction of revetment with 2 Tons to 3 Tons stones, 
where, upper slope was constructed with stones of 0.5 Ton to 1.5 Ton at slopes of 1:3 and 1:25 respec-
tively. This saved the material compared to conventional design of non-overtopping breakwater with ar-
mour stones of 15 Tons or Tetrapods of 6.5 Tons on a slope of 1:2. Gadre et al. (1989) economically re-
habilitated a damaged head portion of the breakwater at Veraval Port Gujarat, India, by constructing a 
submerged breakwater at a seaward distance of 80 m. 
Cox and Clark (1992) through limited model studies designed a submerged reef to protect the inner 
shorter breakwater and called it a tandem breakwater. A breakwater of armour weight of 3 Tons was de-
signed and a submerged reef with  stone armour of weight up to 1 Ton at a seaward distance of 40 m 
which was economical by 1million dollars compared to conventional breakwater design which otherwise 
required an armour of 8 Tons. It was concluded that such a tandem breakwater could be an optimal struc-
ture. 
Cornett et al. (1993) through small scale model tests showed that, a low crested reef breakwater with 
height (h) greater than or equal to 0.6 times the depth of water (d) and crest width (B) of more than 0.1 m 
located seaward of main breakwater, can reduce wave loading and erosion of rock armour. They validated 
the tandem breakwater concept and concluded that, there was an optimum spacing (X) between the struc-
tures depending upon wave conditions and geometry of breakwaters. They opine that a considerably more 
research and testing of tandem breakwater are required to develop a complete understanding of the trans-
formation of waves, loading events and design.  
The breakwater using natural stone armour can’t always be realised due to non-availability of required 
sizes of stones in the vicinity and one may have to think about artificial armour units (Neelamani and 
Sunderavadivelu, 2003).  
Shirlal (2005) and Shirlal et al. (2006) conducted physical model studies on stability of a uniformly 
sloped conventional rubble mound breakwater defenced by a seaward submerged reef. Tests were carried 
out for different reef spacing and for different relative heights and relative widths of the reef. They ob-
served that a reef of width (B/d) of 0.6 to 0.75 constructed at a seaward distance (X/d) of 6.25 to 8.33 
breaks all the incoming waves and dissipates energy and protects the breakwater optimally.  
Chen et al. (2007) opined from their physical model study that the installation of submerged permeable 
breakwater in front of seawall is capable of reducing the wave run-up on the seawall efficiently. Park et 
al. (2007) conducted the experiments to study the effect of submerged structure on rubble mound break-
water and they observed that the run-up height is dropped by about 30% to nearly 100% by the installa-
tion of submerged structure in front of rubble mound breakwater. 
3 OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 
The objective of the present investigation is to experimentally study the stability of conventional single 
breakwater and tandem breakwater system made of concrete cube armour, the wave transmission at the 
reef structure subjected to varying reef configurations under different wave climate.  
4 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS  
4.1 Wave Flume 
The physical model is tested for regular waves in a two dimensional wave flume of Marine Structures la-
boratory of Department of Applied Mechanics and Hydraulics, National Institute of Technology Karna-
taka, Surathkal, India. Figure 1 gives a schematic diagram of experimental setup. The changing of fre-
quency through inverter, one can generate the desired wave period. A fly-wheel and bar-chain link the 
mortar with flap. By changing the eccentricity of bar chain on the fly-wheel one can vary the wave height 
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